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ABSTRACT Handwriting recognition is a widely implemented technology to electronically identify handwritten text. In 
online handwriting recognition, text written on a touch surface of an electronic touch device is dynamically 

recognized based on the movements of a writing device (digital pen, a finger, or a stylus) and presented to the user after 
each continuous stroke such as a character or word is entered. 
Therefore, the user is able to edit a character or a word in the event of incorrect recognition of text by the electronic device 
as soon as it is presented to the user. On the other hand, in offline handwriting recognition, recognition of characters occurs 
by identifying characters from an image of handwritten text instead of the user writing on a touch surface. Here, the recog-
nized text is presented to a user only when the entire handwritten text represented in the image is recognized. 
An Artificial Intelligence based Neural system is successful when it is trained properly. The basis of training a neural network 
is to prepare the system to recognize various combinations of possibilities of characters. From a larger picture this is the key 
requirement for training a neural network. But there are underlying principles in training a neural network. 
In other words, training is not a simple record and process technique but also a technique which decides the working logic 
of the processing algorithm.
This paper discusses some of the key features of training a neural network along with some key training methodologies for 
Handwritten character recognition system.

I. Introduction
The primary challenge associated with offline handwriting 
recognition is that the handwritten text cannot be edited or 
re-entered by the user until the entire handwritten text is rec-
ognized. 

A user, thus, may not be able to provide a feedback for cor-
rection after the recognition of each character or word in case 
of an incorrect recognition of that character or word. Thus, 
the errors in the offline handwriting recognition of that hand-
written text may keep on accumulating in the absence of user 
supervision. Therefore, it is desirable to increase the accuracy 
of recognition of handwritten text in systems that implement 
offline handwriting recognition.

It is very important to understand these topics from Soft com-
puting base as they are not only complex in nature but there 
is no concrete solution or algorithm in solving various prob-
lems around the topic of Handwritten character recognition.

Handwriting recognition is a widely implemented technology 
to electronically identify handwritten text. In online handwrit-
ing recognition, text written on a touch surface of an elec-
tronic touch device is dynamically recognized based on the 
movements of a writing device (digital pen, a finger, or a sty-
lus) and presented to the user after each continuous stroke 
such as a character or word is entered. 

A typical offline character recognition system is based on 
training and built-in learning system. In the simplest case 
such a system works on documents with standard fonts. Oth-
er such systems that can interpret non-standard fonts and 
hand-written characters need extensive training to build a 
reference knowledge-base. However, such systems operate 
based on selection of languages and fail to address mixed-
language content. 

Therefore, the user is able to edit a character or a word in the 
event of incorrect recognition of text by the electronic device 
as soon as it is presented to the user. On the other hand, in 

offline handwriting recognition, recognition of characters oc-
curs by identifying characters from an image of handwritten 
text instead of the user writing on a touch surface. Here, the 
recognized text is presented to a user only when the entire 
handwritten text represented in the image is recognized. 

II. Problem description
One challenge associated with offline handwriting recogni-
tion is that the handwritten text cannot be edited or re-en-
tered by the user until the entire handwritten text is recog-
nized. A user, thus, may not be able to provide a feedback 
for correction after the recognition of each character or word 
in case of an incorrect recognition of that character or word. 
Thus, the errors in the offline handwriting recognition of that 
handwritten text may keep on accumulating in the absence 
of user supervision. Therefore, it is desirable to increase the 
accuracy of recognition of handwritten text in systems that 
implement offline handwriting recognition.

Another challenge is that various users write in varied hand-
writing styles and in different languages. Each character in 
the handwritten text may have been written in multiple hand-
writing styles by different users. It is desirable that a charac-
ter be correctly recognized in spite of having been written 
in varied handwriting styles. In addition, a character in one 
language may be similar, but not same, to a character of a 
different language and is, thus, prone to be incorrectly recog-
nized. Therefore, there is need for greater accuracy in offline 
handwriting recognition of such handwritten text.

III. Study of Literature 
In one embodiment[1] called Gabor filter based handwritten 
character recognition system, a character recognition meth-
od executed on an electronic device is disclosed, the method 
comprising: receiving, at the electronic device, an image rep-
resenting a character including one or more central strokes; 
determining a set of parameters associated with each of 
the one or more relative (associative) strokes; comparing, 
for each of the one or more relative strokes, the associated 
set of parameters with a plurality of stored sets of adjacent 
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parameters, wherein each of the plurality of stored adjacent 
strokes is associated with a stored set of relative parameters; 
identifying next stroke, from among the plurality of stored 
strokes, corresponding to each of the one or more strokes 
based on the comparison to identify the possible character 
comprising these strokes in order

In another embodiment (US Patent WO 2003023696 A1), a 
non-transitory computer-readable medium is disclosed, the 
non-transitory computer-readable medium storing instruc-
tions that, when executed by one or more processors, causes 
the processor to perform operations comprising: receiving, 
at an electronic device, an image representing a character 
including one or more first strokes; determining a set of first 
parameters associated with each of the one or more first 
strokes; comparing, for each of the one or more first strokes, 
the associated set of first parameters with a plurality of stored 
sets of second parameters, wherein each of the plurality of 
stored second strokes is associated with a stored set of sec-
ond parameters; identifying a second stroke, from among the 
plurality of stored second strokes, corresponding to each of 
the one or more first strokes based on the comparison; and 
identifying the character based on the identified one or more 
second strokes.

IV. Steps involved in training 
An offline interpretation of hand-written, mixed language, 
multi-lingual document must be agnostic to the style of 
hand-writing of different writers of the document and also 
agnostic to the languages used. The overall steps involved 
are:

1.  Receive an image representing one or more characters 
having multiple strokes or segments forming the charac-
ter

2.  Pre-process the image (noise reduction, transformation, 
make-up and optimize for processing)

3.  Segment the image into one or more strokes 
4.  Determine a set of first parameters associated with each 

of the one or more first strokes.
5.  For each pair of strokes, compare associated stroke ele-

ments (adjacent cell comparison)
6.  Identify next stroke and process the step of identifying 

the strokes in pairs or combination
7.  Identify the character based on identified group of 

strokes

From a hard copy document, image will be extracted for of-
fline character recognition. There are quite a few conventions 
in determining the input mode of such offline character rec-
ognition viz:

i) complete document read / scan
ii) sequential reading (word / sentence wise) from the docu-

ment (scan)
iii) Reading character / word / sentence directly from the 

digital image of the document

This required offline character recognition from a handwrit-
ten, multi-lingual document with mixed-language content.

Following steps briefly discusses step by step process in-
volved in a typical training system based on the study of 
above literature study and solving the problems associated 
with different solutions

Steps involved:
Step 1: Obtain a stroke
Step 2: Normalize stroke
Step 3: Generate Index
Step 4: Obtain a stroke
Step 5: Create index structure
Step 6: Index retrieval 
Step 7: Grouping characters 
Step 8: Store the character set with index

Step 1:
The Indexing Module (IM) obtains a feature / stroke from the 
Makeup Module (AM).

Step 2: 
The IM then transforms the obtained stroke using the meth-
od of spatial translation, resize normalization and thickness 
normalization.  

Step 3:
The IM then analyze the normalized stroke and generates the 
corresponding metadata structure for the stroke in the index 
structure format. 

a. The IM then checks for existence of the stroke in the 
index-store using the method of retrieval of a stroke. In 
case the entry is already found then the IM discards the 
obtained stroke. 

b. Otherwise, the IM creates a new index-entry by using 
the hash-indexing method for the obtained-normalized 
stroke. 

c. And generated index-entry is stored in the index-store.

Step 4:
The Indexing Module (IM) obtains a feature / stroke from the 
Makeup Module (AM).

Step 5:
For the group of strokes which we want to retrieve from in-
dex-store, MM module creates index structure so that index 
comparison from hash table of indexes would be possible by 
IM module

Step 6:
Verify the element set of the matching stroke if the strokes 
are matching. If found what is returned is: exact match index 
with weightage (possibility of match). If not found then it will 
return a highest possible match with corresponding weight-
age.

Step 7:
Create character sets from the above list of feature groups of 
character-id for each language

Step 8:
Store the character set as an associative array with language-
id as key and character set as elements.

Mapping table 1: Mapping between sets of parameters 
and strokes and the character to identify (right-side)
 
In an exemplary scenario, a plurality of sets of second pa-
rameters, each set associated with a stored second stroke, 
may be stored in the memory of the electronic device. Vari-
ous combinations of these sets of second parameters may be 
classified by different handwriting styles and stored with their 
associated characters.
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Here, handwriting style 2 may represent A in a different man-
ner than handwriting style 1 because of different handwriting 
styles of two users. Therefore, the processor, while storing 
these second parameters, may interpret the character to be 
including three strokes according to style 1 and two strokes 
according to style 2. 

V. Experimental setup
Consider a simple example of learning a character ‘A’ based 
on mapping tables given above. The steps involved in this 
learning process are explained below:

Input
From an input source (scanner), the image representing the 
text may be received by the electronic device by means of 
scanning a handwritten document. 

For example, a document may represent a handwritten text 
in one or more languages. The document may be scanned by 
a scanner that is communicatively coupled externally to the 
electronic device or built into the electronic device. On scan-
ning the document, the scanner may capture an image of the 
document which is further provided to the electronic device. 

Pre-process
A processor of the electronic device may preprocess the re-
ceived image. The preprocessing may include digitization of 
the received image. 

Each pixel of the received image is associated with a pixel 
value between 0-255. The digitization may include convert-
ing the pixel value of each pixel to either a pixel value 0 or 
a pixel value 1. The pixel value 0 may be associated with a 
white pixel and the pixel value 1 may be associated with a 
black pixel. 

The preprocessing may further include removing noise such 
as, but not limited to, salt and pepper noise and Gaussian 
noise from the digitized image using one or more noise re-
moval techniques known in the art. In addition, the preproc-
essing may also include making the width of all the charac-
ters in the received image uniform by normalizing the width 
of each portion of the text to a predetermined value of width. 

Normalization
This may include either reducing width of some portions of 
the handwritten text or increasing their width to the prede-
termined value of width. The width of a portion may be re-
duced by converting any undesired black pixels to white if 
the handwritten text is represented by black pixels. 

Similarly, the width may be increased by converting some 
white pixels in the vicinity of the handwritten text to black 
if the text is represented by black pixels. The normalizing of 
the width of the text may result in a uniform width across 
each portion of a character and across all the characters in 
the received image.

It should be understood, however, that preprocessing of the 
received image may include additional techniques such as, 
but not limited to, cropping, resizing, applying one or more 
filters and transformation of an image from colored to a gray-
scale image. 

Once the received image is preprocessed, the received im-
age is segmented into one or more first strokes by the pro-
cessor. 

Segmentation
On preprocessing the image, the processor of the electronic 
device may segment the handwritten text in the received 
image into characters. The processor may distinguish one 
component of the text from another component based on 
spacing between the components. 

A component may be a set of continuous pixels that includes 
one or more characters. A first component including a char-
acter may be distinguished from a second component includ-
ing one or more characters based on whether the spacing 
between the first and the second components is above a 
predetermined first threshold. Thus, the processor may dis-
tinguish each character from other characters. Once the char-
acters are distinguished from each other, the processor may 
segment the text into individual characters.

Strokes preparation 

On segmenting the characters, the processor may represent 
each character in a matrix format that includes a plurality of 
cells. Below represents an exemplary matrix representation 
of an English alphabet ‘A’ as a character 202 on a matrix 204 
that includes a plurality of cells 206. 

Fig 1: Stroke representation
 
Further, the processor may scan matrix 204 to identify one 
or points on character 202 that represent a sudden change 
in angle. 

A sudden change in angle may be considered at a point on 
a character when two linear or non-linear line segments form 
an angle at that point that is below a predetermined thresh-
old angle. 

Here, point 208, point 210, and point 212 on character 202 
may represent a sudden change in angle along the represen-
tation of character 202 because at each of these points, two 
line segments form an angle that may be considered to be 
below a predetermined threshold angle. 
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Fig 2: Segmentation and first stroke identification
 
For example, if an angle formed by two line segments at a 
point is below a predetermined threshold angle of 40°, it 
may be considered as a sudden change in angle. Once all 
the points representing a sudden change in angle have been 
identified, the processor may split character 202 at these 
points into different strokes as represented in below figures 
respectively. 

Stroke recognition
Below figure illustrates a stroke 302 that may be represented 
on matrix 304 that includes plurality of cells such as cell 306, 
cell 308, cell 310, cell 312, cell 314, cell 316, cell 318, cell 
320, cell 322, cell 324, cell 326, cell 328, cell 330 etc. 

Stroke 302 may extend from cell 306 to cell 326 as shown in 
above figure, thereby, spanning multiple cells, each of which 
may represent a portion of stroke 302. 

Fig 3: Cell representation for a given stroke
 
The processor may scan each of these cells that represent a 
portion of stroke 302 sequentially to determine one or more 
parameters associated with a portion of stroke 302 represent-
ed in that cell.

Before initiating scanning of the cells representing different 
portions of stroke 302 to determine one or more parameters, 
the processor may search for a first cell 306 to be scanned 
that represents a portion of stroke 302. In accordance with 
these embodiments, the processor may search for cell 306 by 
scanning each row of matrix 304 horizontally starting from a 
lower left corner of matrix 304. 

Once the processor has found cell 306 as a result of its search, 
the processor may determine one or more parameters asso-
ciated with a portion of stroke 302 represented in cell 306. 
These parameters may include length and width of the por-
tion of stroke 302 represented in cell 306. 

Self-training
For example, the angle of a curvilinear portion may range 
from 10° to 65° with respect to a horizontal axis. The param-
eters may also include coordinates of multiple points of the 
portion. The coordinates may be computed to determine a 
positioning of various points of the portion with respect to 
horizontal and vertical axis. 

Once the processor determines the parameters associated 
with cell 306, the processor may scan the neighboring cells 
of cell 306 to search for a subsequent cell that represents a 
portion of stroke 302. In some embodiments, the neighboring 
cells of cell 306 may include a first layer of eight cells that are 
adjoining to cell 306 and enclose cell 306. 

Here, the processor may be configured to scan cell 308, cell 
310, cell 312, cell 314, cell 316, cell 318, cell 320, and cell 
322 that are adjacent to cell 306. As a result of this scan, the 
processor may determine that cell 310 represents a second 
portion of stroke 302. 
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The processor then determines one or more of the discussed 
parameters associated with the second portion of stroke 302 
that is represented in cell 310.

Result of evaluation: 
The processor may also determine a set of first parameters 
for other strokes such as those shown in figure 2 into which 
the image of character ‘A’ was segmented by the processor. 

This is how self-learning based training is conceptualized 
based on first stroke identification.  
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VII. Summary
The discussion of this topic is based on a character recogni-
tion device comprising:

•	 at least one processor; and
•	 a memory storing instructions executable by the at least 

one processor, wherein the instructions configure the at 
least one processor to:

•	 receive an image representing a character including one 
or more strokes;

•	 determine a set of first parameters associated with each 
of the one or more first strokes;

A character recognition method executed on an electronic 
device, and the method of processing comprising:

•	 Receiving, at the electronic device, an image represent-
ing a character including one or more first strokes;

•	 Determining a set of first parameters associated with each 
of the one or more first strokes;

 
A second level of processing will be engaged which will 
judge whether to assimilate the results of the first process, 
extend them and proceed to the next stage with a positive 
recognition, or to dismiss them and reinvoke the first level 
again while asking for modifications.
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